Math, Physics, to offer VI options
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and it will involve many of the people in experimental physics, the people they need in industry, Lazarus said.

This option could also appeal to potential EECs majors who are interested in physics.

The Department of Mathematics is developing a degree which could appeal to students interested in mathematics and computer science.

The Committee on Curriculum approved the mathematics department's alternative in Course VI, a new degree entitled "Bacher of Science in Mathematics with Computer Science," according to Chairman James R. Guttag, a mathematics professor.

The Committee on Educational Policy, the faculty, and the MIT Corporation must approve the proposed mathematics program before it can become a degree. This is because, unlike the physics option, the mathematics program is not just an option for an existing degree.

"The program is an alternative for people who, while interested in math and computer science," be said.

The new degree is "not a joint program with Course VI," Munkres said. The program was developed by Assistant Professor Thomas Leighton and Associate Professor Michael Sipser, who both specialize in theoretical computer science in the mathematics department.

"The VI-3 committee felt the proposed program would offer students a solid education in the core of computer science and en-
courage the mathematics department to proceed," said Associate Professor John V. Guttag, chairman of the Curriculum VI committee.

"Requirements are quite string-
et," Munkres said. Students who follow the new degree will have to take four Course VI sub-
jects as well as the normal mathematics requirements.

The department will require two new joint offerings with computer science in Course XVIII — Theory of Algorithms and Theory of Computation — along with Structures and Interpretation of Computer Programs (6.003) Artificial Intelligence (6.084), and two additional Course VI subjects chosen by the student from a list.

The department developed the program in response to "a group of students whose needs it would serve best," Munkres said. Many students already double major in computer science and mathematics.

In addition the new major would help attract a "certain subset of people who are interested in both fields, but think they should be in Course IV," he said.

"We have already had a lot of inquiries about the program," Munkres added. He also recom-
mended that sophomores who may be interested should take 
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